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Modal structure

Mobile

Examples

Left aligned title

Title, content is still left aligned

Cancel button at top right corner. Make for long titles 
there is enough clearance for the button. 

Primary button is on the right most side. Button text 
should reenforce the action taken, instead of just be “OK” 

Secondary button. Usually “Cancel”, but could have a different copy 
depending on context

Buttons stack and become full width, with primary on top

Delete this document? 
Any forms or campaigns that use this document will be deleted 
as well. 

Delete 

Cancel this form? 
You can restore this form later if you change your mind. 

No Yes, cancel this form

Simple modal that just has a title and text. Note that the primary button 
says “Delete” instead of just “OK”, to reinforce that users are deleting 
something.

Another simple modal, but primary button is changed to say “Yes, 
cancel this form” to avoid confusion of canceling the modal vs 
canceling the form. The cancel button says “No” instead of “Cancel” 

Just an example of a modal with more fields and content. 

Cancel

Allow replies to this email

TO

Ben Chao (ben@informedk12.com)

Send reminder

Cancel Send

SUBJECT

You have been cc'd with view-only access on the form Example 

Routed Form for SFDS00000001. 

CC’ed: Form for SFDS00000001 titled Example Routed Form

MESSAGE



Allow replies to this email

TO

Ben Chao (ben@informedk12.com)

Send reminder

Cancel Send

SUBJECT

You have been cc'd with view-only access on the form Example 

Routed Form for SFDS00000001. 

CC’ed: Form for SFDS00000001 titled Example Routed Form

MESSAGE

Secondary button

Replace document
There are 95 filled out form(s) with existing document. 
Replacing this document will affect ALL those forms and 
you will NOT be able to revert your change (nor will the 
engineering team be able to help you). 

Choose file No file chosen

Cancel Replace document

Delete this document? 
Any forms or campaigns that use this document will be deleted as well. 

Cancel Delete 

Clear all fields from document
This can not be undone. Be sure to save any changes you make 
after the fields are cleared. 

Cancel Clear fields

Cancel this form? 
You can restore this form later if you change your mind. 

No Yes, cancel this form

Transfer ownership

Cancel Transfer

Enter owner email

Transfer to new owner
All groups, docs, and campaigns for this user will be transferred, 
including unused ones.

Cancel Transfer

Enter owner email

Delete group
You will still be able to access all your responses related to this group.

Cancel Delete 

Edit Step 2

Cancel Save

Current New (exact copy TBD) 

Add approver

Cancel Add

TITLE OR NAME

EMAIL

Enter job title, department name, or a name

someone@district.com

Update approver

Cancel Update

LABEL

EMAIL

demo@informed12.com

Union Lake Principal

Customize single PDF

Cancel Download

Include attachments

Attachments will be added after the corresponding form 
submission. Only certain PDF and image attachments 
(.pdf, .bmp, .jpg, .jpeg, .png,  .tif, .tiff, .txt) can be included at this 
time. To download all attachments, please use the "Download 
as individual PDF files" option.

Dont worry about this one just yet. It’s more of an informatonal modal 
that goes away (we’re not asking users to click on the primary action). 
It’s okay to keep it as the current style for now.  


